SECTION ISSUE/CONCERN
3
Citizens not empowered to
initiate the process

PROPOSED ACTION
After the word “to” before the parts add the following “: (i),
(ii) after the word “referendum , (iii) after the word “law” ,
remove the word “or”, add (iv) and after the word
“parliament” add “ or (v) citizens’ organisation. After the
word “ referendum” add the paragraph: Provided that in the
case of (v) above the concerned organisation shall petition
parliament and upon two thirds majority support in both
Houses the referendum shall be prepared in terms of the
sections of this Act.

5

Parliament given excessive
powers.

5

It does not protect reforms

In 5(1) delete all words starting with “parliament” ending
with the word “question” and substitute with words “ any of
the circumstances contemplated in Section 3 prevails”
In 5(1) after the word “electors” add paragraph “ Provided
that for the purposes of MNSD notably Plenary I, Popular
consultation, Plenary II, written submissions and reference
material and other consultations as may be determined by
the NRA citizens voices collected shall be deemed to be
verdict of the referendum”.

7

Prohibits potential
progressive decisions

10

Not predictable & giving
EMB unspecified powers

19

No provision for direct
raising of concern

26

Does not provide
immediate remedy

In 7 delete words “both” and the word “and” after Sesotho
and replace with comma, and after the word “languages”
add words “ and any other as it may be possible” and
grammatically reconstruct consequentially.
In 10(1) after the word “apply” insert the words “specified
sections of” , delete all words after the word “regulations”
and grammatically reconstruct consequentially.

In section 19 add 3 as follows: An Agent shall; 1. Object any
irregularity by filing a signed query with referendum officer
2.In exercising 3(1) above an Agent shall not obstruct the
process
In 26 add (3) as follows Declare to the Director within 5
working days receipt of contributions over M500,000.00 who
shall make that information public forthwith.

